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About SprinNG: The SprinNG Team
"Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much." – Helen Keller
SprinNG Literary Movement was co-founded in
May 2016 by Kanyinsola Olorunnisola and
Oyindamola Shoola as a multi-media platform
for Nigerian writers.
"SprinNG is a literary Society for the Promotion,
Revitalization, and Improvement of New
Nigerian Generations in writing and literature."

www.sprinng.org
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Our Projects

Little drops of water, little grains of sand, make a mighty ocean and a pleasant land. - Julia Carney

WRITERS
DATABASE

We founded and manage a Nigerian Writers
Database that hosts the professionally
edited biographies of about 400 writers.

We are thriving with a mailing list of over
4,000 subscribers, up to 4,000 monthly
views and strong engagement compared to

PUBLICATIONS

other literary websites.
We conduct an annual Writing Fellowship,
WRITING
FELLOWSHIP

providing 6-weeks of free mentorship to
select writers with resources such as airtime,
paid access to books and more.

Our Advancement Fellowship which is a selfpaced (4 weeks) programme helps develop
career content and improve professional

ADVANCEMENT
FELLOWSHIP

communication skills.

To learn more, visit www.sprinng.org

Our Projects

"A dream becomes a goal when action is taken towards its achievement." -Bo Bennett

We run an annual SprinNG Poetry Contest with
a unique theme to celebrate our anniversary.
The contest winner gets N25,000 in prizes.

POETRY
CONTEST

In collaboration with the CTCTW - Children
That Change The World (www.ctctw.org), we
INTERNSHIP

provide a paid internship of 3-6 months where
young individuals can explore their interests
in media and publishing

We have some anthologies under our belt and
collaborations with top e-publishers like

ANTHOLOGIES

Authorpedia.
WOMEN
AUTHORS PRIZE

We discover and promote female Nigerian
authors with the Annual SprinNG Women
Authors Prize #SWAP of N200,000.

To learn more, visit www.sprinng.org

Key Accomplishments: The SprinNG Fellowships

We believe that you be one to teach one and teach one to be one!
Okpara Ugochukwu Damian

Receiving over 500 applications per
year, we have successfully mentored
147 writers in 5 cohorts (2018-2021).
Key accomplishments of our fellowship alumni
include Okpara Ugochukwu Damian being
selected in the Chimamanda Adichie’s Purple
Hibiscus Workshop and winning the 2nd Prize
of the Nigerian Student’s Poetry Prize
(N100,000) in 2019.
Pamilerin Jacob has gone head to publish
books like Memoir of Crushed Petals, win
several contests, and even leadership roles,
including the Poetry Column of Nigerian News
Direct.
Ibrahim Nureni a two-time fellow (both in the
writing and advancement fellowship) received a
fully-funded postgraduate scholarship.
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Obinna Tony-Francis Ochem won several
contests in 2020, including the Tush Magazine
Writing Bi-Monthly Contest, Kito Diaries Prize
for Writing Longlist, and Punocracy Prize for
Satire Longlist.

Our goal is to mentor 250 writers by 2025!

Key Accomplishments
Uplifting women as we rise!
The SprinNG Women Authors Prize
www.sprinng.org/SWAP | Media: @the_SWAPng
From 2020 and through the support of a co-sponsor, SprinNG has
established an initiative to increase the visibility of female Nigerian writers
by promoting their book. We award N200,000 to one winner annually.
Cheluchi Onyemelukwe-Onuobia is the author
of the critically acclaimed novel, The Son of the
House, published by Penguin Random House
South Africa and Parresia Publishers, Nigeria,
and forthcoming in 2021 from Durndurn Press
in North America, Europa Editions in the UK,
and Edizioneo in Italian. It won the Best
International Fiction Book Award at the Sharjah
International Book Fair in 2019 and was named
a Top Ten Fiction Book by Channels Book Club.
Cheluchi is a lawyer and academic who has done
extensive work on health, gender, and other
social sector issues.
An advocate, she is the founder of CHELD, a
nonprofit that does considerable violence
against women and girls and mental health. She
holds a doctorate in Law from Dalhousie
University, Canada and a First-Class degree in
Law from the University of Nigeria. Her writing
has appeared most recently in The
Johannesburg Review of Books and Entropy.
She is currently working on her second novel.

2020 SWAP Winner
2021 NNLG Prize Winner
Author of The Son of The House
Cheluchi Onyemelukwe-Onuobia

Ukamaka Olisakwe
Author of Ogadinma
SWAP 2021 Winner

Ukamaka Olisakwe grew up in Kano,
Nigeria, and now lives in Vermillion,
South Dakota.
In 2014, she was named one of the
continent’s most promising writers
under the age of 40 by the UNESCO
World Book Capital for the Africa39
project. In 2016, she was awarded an
honorary fellowship in Writing from the
International Writing Program at the
University of Iowa. In 2018, she won the
Vermont College of Fine Arts’ Emerging
Writer Scholarship for the MFA in
Writing and Publishing program. In
2021, she won the SpringNG Women
Authors Prize for her novel, Ogadinma.
A finalist for the Miles Morland Writing
Scholarship, she has had her works
appear in the New York Times, Granta,
Longreads, The Rumpus, Catapult,
Rattle, Waxwing, Jalada, Brittle Paper,
Hunger Mountain, Sampsonia Way,
and more.
Her books include Eyes of a Goddess
(2012) and Ogadinma (2020). She is
currently working on her third book.

2021
SWAP
WINNER

Available at

Ukamaka Olisakwe’s heart-wrenching novel tells the story of the naïve and trusting
Ogadinma as she battles against Nigeria’s deeply-ingrained patriarchal systems in the 1980s,
a time of coups, food shortages and religious extremism.
After a rape and unwanted pregnancy leave her exiled from her family in Kano, thwarting her
plans to go to university, she is sent to her aunt’s in Lagos and pressured into a marriage with
an older man.
As their whirlwind romance descends into abuse and indignity, Ogadinma is forced to channel
all of her independence and resourcefulness into finding her voice and strength in the face of
abuse and cultural expectations.

Donation: How You Can Support
We appreciate your generosity.

Visit: www.sprinng.org/donate

The Future with SprinNG
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Eleanor Roosevelt
The results SprinNG has proven within 5-years of its founding is
evidence that if provided support through funding and donations,
we can do more to support writers in Nigeria.
Nigeria is rich with creatives; however, there are little to no
structural resources to help writers excel in their craft. For
example, as of 2021, there is still no opportunity to pursue a
Masters in Fine Arts with a concentration in Creative Writing in
Nigeria. As a result, many young stars have to travel abroad to
secure such opportunities and expand their professional
expertise.
Compared to other literary platforms that only focus on the
publishing aspect, SprinNG takes a more personal and holistic
approach to ensure the success of writers affiliated with us. We
are a new, unique, and leading example of how literature in
Nigeria should be established to ensure the success of writers.
Not only do we support writers within our programs, we equip them to go beyond SprinNG and attain
milestones in publishing, contests, university admissions, employment, and more. We help young writers
discover their voices, empower them with strategic resources, and equip them to make a difference.

Our Short-Term Goals:
Expand our contest opportunities to include more genres and increase the prizes.
Provide creative writing and career development mentorship to 250 writers before 2025.
Include prizes that sponsor publishing opportunities.
Increase our internship participation by providing more industry-related work opportunities.
Expand our branding and reach as a leading literary community and network.
Website: www.sprinng.org
Social Media: @SprinNGlm
Email: Contact@sprinng.org

